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TEchNology – i 

answer all questions. 

 paRT – a  (10×2=20 Marks)

 1. compare the advantages of metal moulds over sand (expendable) moulds. 
 2. What are the functions of flux in melting metals and alloys ? 
 3. What are the functions of a good flux in welding ?
 4. What is a spelter and give the composition of some commonly used spelters ?
 5. What is the difference between hot and cold forging ? 
 6. Differentiate extrusion and forging. 
 7. What is ‘lancing’ operation that is done on sheet metals ?
 8. What are the limitations of explosive forming ?
 9. Name two important differences between thermoplastics and thermosetting plastics.
 10. What is film blowing ?

 paRT – B  (5×16=80 Marks)

 11. a) i) Explain any four casting defects and its remedies. (8)

 ii) Explain shell moulding with sketches and also list the advantages over
  other casting methods. (8)

(oR)

 b) i) Explain how pipes and cylinder liners are made by centrifugal casting process. (8)
 ii) Explain lost Wax processes with neat sketch. (8)
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 12. a) i) Explain in brief the functions of various coatings on a welding rod. (6)

 ii) Explain in detail the plasma arc welding process and write its applications
  and demerits. (10)

(oR)

 b) i) Explain with neat sketch the principle of resistance welding. Differentiate
   between upset welding and flash welding. (8)

 ii) Enumerate the various welding defects with causes of occurrence 
  and describe a method of detecting cracks on a weld surface.  (8)

 13. a) i) how are forging processes classified and explain with sketches the various
    forging processes ? (10)

 ii) Explain with neat sketches the process of tube drawing of metals. (6)

(oR)

 b) i) Describe the principle of rolling and the various sequence of operation 
   of production of V-shape angles. (8)

 ii) classify the extrusion processes and explain with sketches the various
  extrusion processes.  (8)

 14. a) i) Explain the basic nomenclature of tube bending with a simple sketch. (8)

 ii) Discuss super plastic forming with necessary sketches. (8)

(oR)

 b) i) What are the different types of stretch forming ? Explain any one. (8) 

 ii) Explain with a neat sketch the principle and operation of magnetic pulse
  farming. (8)

 15. a) i) Describe briefly the plunger type injection moulding process for producing
    plastic components.  (8)

 ii) Explain with neat diagrams, the thermoforming process. state its advantages
  over other processes. (8)

(oR)

 b) With neat sketches, explain the working principle and applications of the 
following moulding processes for plastics :

 i) compression moulding. (8)

 ii) Transfer moulding. (8)
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